Video transmission is a vital area in the era of communication. Video are of huge in size comparing to textual data, video transmission takes larger bandwidth of the communication channel. Since channel capacity is limited, the video transmission takes longer time. Thus video compression becomes an essential solution. Considering these factors this paper propose a way by which video is converted as a series of mosaic images and compressed for transmission. The entire process can be given in nutshell with few steps. Initially the RGB color video frames are converted into mosaic images according to Bayer Pattern. The mosaic image is one third of the size of RGB color image. Then the mosaic image is transformed to reduce the bits required to store the data. Two transformations are applied to this mosaic image. Firstly the difference between the color components of same color is computed. Since the same color components are interleaved slightly modified DPCM is used in this transformation. Secondly the inter-frame difference is computed. Finally the transformed mosaic image is compressed using Golomb Rice Code which is suitable for progressive transmission.
BACKGROUND
Single sensor cameras capture mosaic image using Color Filter Arrays. The mosaic images are subjected to demosaicking [26] - [32] in order to get the RGB color images. This section describes about the fundamental ideas used in the proposed method.
Color Filter Arrays
Color Filter Arrays are used in single sensor [5] digital cameras. Since most digital cameras use CCD sensor arrays of Bayer pattern, Bayer Pattern is the widely accepted RGB color filter array arrangement on a square grid in digital cameras. The filter pattern consists of 50% green sensors, 25% red sensors and 25% blue sensors. The Green photo sensors are the luminance sensitive elements, red and blue ones are chrominance sensitive elements. The CFA is formed by arranging Red and Green sensors as RGRGRG… in a row and the next row with Green and Blue sensors as GBGBGB… array. The images acquired by this type of CFAs are known as mosaic images. The widely used Bayer Pattern [1] [3] is shown in figure 1.
Mosaic Image
The mosaic image contains any one of the RGB component at a pixel position. In reality cameras with CFA, captures mosaic images. Mosaic images can also be extracted form an RGB image. The procedure to extract mosaic image from RGB image is describes as follows.
The values of mosaic image Mi,j is taken from the Red plane of RGB Image R if both i and j are even, the Blue plane value is taken if both i and j are odd, otherwise the Green plane value is taken.
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This can be written as
Demosaicing
Demosaicing is the process of getting RGB color image from mosaic image. Demosaicing itself is a research area, in which different methods [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] are evolved to find out the missing color components in Mosaic image to get the RGB color image. Nearest neighbor is the simplest concept in Demosaicing. Bilinear, Color variance, edge directed interpolations are some of the recent methods [22 26-32] used for Demosaicing. The demosaicing process can generate the RGB color image from the mosaic image with higher PSNR values in each of the color planes. Since the PSNR value is higher than 40 the demosaicing process is considered to be near lossless operation.
Golomb Rice Coding And Decoding
A positive integer x can be coded in two parts. The quotient s = floor (x/y) and the remainder r = x mod y, where y is Golomb parameter which is also positive integer. The same operation can be performed by the faster bitwise operations like SHIFT RIGHT (>>) and AND (&) operation since the Golomb parameter is always an integer of power of two, ie y = 2 N The Golomb_Rice Code is a variable length code which consists of a unary portion and a binary portion. The code stream of x is the concatenation of unary code of s and the binary code of r. The conversion of data to Golomb rice code is very simple and is carried out in following steps. 1) The unary digit 0 is used to represent s the quotient. 2) a separator bit 1 is inserted at the end of s and 3) the binary number for the remainder is appended with the stream.
The decoding the data from the bit stream is just the reverse. Since the Golomb parameter y is predictable from the context it is possible to find the length of the remainder. The length of the remainder is very important for the decoding process. Initially find the quotient q by counting the series of zeros terminated by
if is even and is odd if f isodd and is even otherwise
Lossless Compression of Colour Mosaic Video Frames Suitable for Progressive Transmission bit 1 from the encoded bit stream. Then the remainder r is extracted from bits after the terminator based on the length of the remainder. The encoded value can be computed as x = s y + r. This expression can be represented using faster bitwise operations like SHIFT LEFT (<< ) and OR (|) operations as
THE PROPOSED COMPRESSION METHOD 3.1. Video Color Mosaic Image Compression (VCMIC)
Consider the input video as a sequence of RGB color image frames. Let
n is the number of frames in the video, w the width of each frame, h is the height of the frame. M be the mosaic image extracted from F. The compression of the input video is performed according the algorithm given below. Algorithm:
Step 1. Acquire RGB color video frame F k .
Step 2. Convert the frame into mosaic image M k as described in section II.B.
Step 3. Find the Interleaved Pixel (IP) difference Image I k according to (1).
Step 4. Find the difference between a pixel in the current frame and a pixel in the same location in the previous frame ie Inter Frame Interleaved Pixel (IFIP) Difference Image D k .
Step 5. Make the Difference image positive by eqn (1a).
Step 6. Compress the resultant frame D k using Golomb Rice Code to obtain C k , which is suitable for progressive transmission.
The first two steps are strait forward. The third step involved interleaved pixel difference calculation; this is given in the equation (1) (1) The fourth step is to find inter frame difference image D k of interleaved pixel difference image I k of the frame F k and F K−1 . The final step is to convert the interleaved inter frame pixel D k into compressed frame C k by using Golomb Rice Code as described in section II.D. Before applying Golomb Rice code it is important to make all the transformed coefficients positive by multiplying by 2 and if the coefficients are negative then subtract 1.
Thus all even numbers after multiplication are positive and the odd ones are negative. The reverse operation to find the signed number
Video Color Mosaic Image Decompression (VCMID)
The decompression at the receiving end is just the reverse of the compression process. The algorithm for decompression is given below Algorithm:
Step 1. Get Compressed Frame C k .
Step 2. Decode Rice Codes of C k to Get D k as described in section II.D.
Step 3: Find the signed D k by eqn (1b)
Step 4. Find the I k by adding D k with Interleaved pixel difference (IP) image of previous frame I k−1 .
Step 5. Integrate I k to get M i which is the reverse of Interleaved Pixel Difference.
Step 6. Demosaic M k based on Bayer Pattern to Get F ks .
Once the compressed frame C k is received, the Rice Coded bit stream is decoded to get D k . To get the interleaved pixel difference image I k the D k is added with I k−1. The I k is to be stored in the buffer for it is treated as I k−1 as the decompression progresses to next frame. Once the I k is ready, it can be integrated to get M k according to (2) , this operation is sequential and is progressing as j varies from 0 to w. Since M ij−2 is 0 for j = 0 and j = 1, M ij = I ij for these cases. According to the chart in Figure-6 the RLE gives very low compression ratio for IP image. For the same case RLE gives better compression ratio for IFIP transformed image. The LZW method also shows the same kind of result that is LZW applied to IFIP gives better compression ratio than to IP transformed image. The same scenario is seen in the case of the proposed method too, the IFIP transformation gives better compression ratio than with IP transformation. But the IP transformation requires half of the computations required for IFIP transformation, any the worst case computation is in the O(n), where n is the number of pixels in a frame. And again for IFIP the previous frames IP is required for the computations which increases the storage requirements. Comparing to the transmission time and cost the extra overhead of IFIP than IP can be ignored. Thus the IFIP transformation with Golomb Rice coding method will yield a feasible solution to progressive transmission of video. 
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CONCLUSION
The Golomb Rice code generated can be transmitted immediately after the encoding and on the receiving side the encoded code can be decoded immediately after the reception of a code. The receivers need not to wait for the entire data before decompression. No code book or lookup table is required. Analysis shows that the compression ratio is higher than the classical methods. It is faster since the transformation and coding schemes adopted are using simple computations like additions and subtractions only. This method can be used for video streaming, on line video conferencing and etc. In general this method can be applied where progressive video transmission is used. 
